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ence between the spectra of streak and sheet lightning, but even this appears never to have Been photographically, or otherwise definitely established.
Beaded Lightning.—Many photographs, showing streaks of light broken into more or less evenly spaced dashes, have been obtained and reported as records of beaded lightning. Without exception, however, these seem certainly to be nothing other than photographs of^lternating-curreiit electric lights, taken with the camera in motion. On the other hand, it occasionally happens that a reliable observer reports that he has actually seen a discontinuous or beaded streak of lightning. Thus Prof. 0. J. Ferguson,' of the University of Nebraska (Department of Electric Engineering), says:1
In the spring of 1914 a violent thunderstorm swept over Lincoln at about nine o'clock at night. There were numerous vivid lightning displays. One of these discharges occurring in the storm front originated at an elevation of about 45° from my viewpoint and struck almost vertically downward. I was watching the storm from the window of a dark room, and the flash occurred directly in front of me. It was a direct stroke of chain or streak lightning.
However, in dying away, it tQok^probablx a full^^ secor]td,,to,disappear; it broke up, seemingly, into detached portions, short and numerous. In fact, it gave a bead-like effect, and it would be very easy for one to have retained the latter impression and to have called the stroke bead lightning.
In explanation of this phenomenon I would suggest that each bead probably represents the "end on" view of the irregular portions of the lightning path, and that they remained luminous during the subsequent lesser discharges, while the intermediate sections became nonluminous, because viewed from the side.
The explanation offered by Prof. Ferguson and illustrated by Fig. 131, doubtless, is entirely correct. Hence, beaded or pearl lightning must be accepted as a real, though unusual, phenomenon, which probably would be more often seen if definitely watched for. Indeed, by close observation, the author has several times had that pleasure.
Return Lightning.—This is. commonly referred to as the return shock, and is only that relatively small electrical discharge which takes place here and there from objects on the surface of the earth coincidently with lightning flashes, and as a result of the suddenly changed electrical strain. This discharge is always small in comparison with the main lightning flash, but at times is sufficient to induce explosions, to start fires and, even, to take life.
Dark Lightning.—When a photographic plate is exposed to a succession of lightning flashes, it occasionally happens that one or more of the earlier streak images, on development, exhibits the "Clayden effect," that is, appears completely reversed, while the others sho,w^joa.^uch tendejacy. Obviously, then, on prints from such a negative the reversed
1 /. Franklin Inst., 179; 253, 1915.

